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“Little Hawk” was born Raymond Kaquatosh in 1924 on Wisconsin’s Menominee Reservation.

The son of a medicine woman, Ray spent his Depression-era boyhood immersed in the beauty

of the natural world and the traditions of his tribe and his family.After his father’s death, eight-

year-old Ray was sent to an Indian boarding school in Keshena. There he experienced

isolation and despair, but also comfort and kindness. Upon his return home, Ray remained a

lonely boy in a full house until he met and befriended a lone timber wolf. The unusual bond

they formed would last through both their lifetimes. As Ray grew into a young man, he left the

reservation more frequently. Yet whenever he returned—from school and work, from service in

the Marines, and finally from postwar Wausau with his future wife—the wolf waited.In this rare

first-person narrative of a Menominee Indian’s coming of age, Raymond Kaquatosh shares a

story that is wise and irreverent, often funny, and in the end, deeply moving. 

This rich, engaging memoir accomplishes so much in allowing readers access to a life that

defies the stereotypes held by some people. Humorous, diligent in securing his education and

livelihood, and adhering to the spiritual practices he was taught, Kaquatosh lived a full and

"storied" life. With this memoir, Menominee elder Mr. Raymond Kaquatosh has bestowed an

invaluable gift upon his nation, his descendants, Menominee community members, students,

and educators of Wisconsin Indian history. (Debra K.S. Barker, Voyageur Magazine)--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorRaymond Claud Kaquatosh was born in 1924

in Neopit, Wis¬consin. He spent his early years on the Menominee Indian Res¬ervation and at

the Menominee Boarding School at Keshena. Ray served in the US Marine Corps in World

War II and the Korean War and later attended high schools in Keshena, Wausau, and Stevens

Point; Milwaukee Area Technical College; the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee; and the

University of Wisconsin Law School. In August 1947 he became one of the first Menominee

Indians to earn a pilot’s certificate.  --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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To all members of the Menominee Nation:May the Great Spirit smile on you often.
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FOREWORDBY DR. S. VERNA FOWLER, PRESIDENT, COLLEGE OF MENOMINEE

NATION“Take only memories; leave nothing but footprints.”— Chief SeattleIn this personal

history, Raymond Kaquatosh illustrates what life was like for a young American Indian boy

growing up and maturing in the early 1900s on the Menominee Reservation. As he relates his

early education in a boarding school, his teenage escapades, his barroom brawls, and his

experiences as a US Marine, he also chronicles his experiences with the attitudes and beliefs

of that era that perceived Indian people as stoics, fighters, and naturalists who possess a great

sense of humor.Despite those stereotypes, Ray developed into an independent individual, a

living, thinking, feeling human being with a remarkable, even scholarly intellect and notable

survival skills.This memoir is must reading for all of us to aid our understanding of other

cultures, particularly young American Indians growing up on reservations because it connects

them with their elders. Ray Kaquatosh reminds us all that others have traveled the path before

us, and therefore we are not victims of circumstance. We have choices, and others’ footprints to

follow, and because of that our lives are filled with hope and promise.

1Birth of Little HawkIt is July 25,1924, and I am about to be born. No physician is present, but a

Second Mother, or midwife, is summoned to participate. My parents are John and Margaret.

John is half Chippewa and Menominee. Margaret is mostly Menominee.Preceding my birth, my



mother instructed my father and my Second Mother on any eventuality that might occur. They

both have to participate in the rituals, offerings, and talks with the Great Spirit. My father must

refrain from drinking alcoholic beverages. He cannot utter profanity and is to never disregard

the Great Spirit in any manner. Sometimes a man with spiritual qualifications, a Shaman or

Medicine Man, is called in to help with magical singing during a birth, but my mother refused

this assistance. She knows the songs well enough on her own. She is a Medicine Woman, and

the rules she sets are her own, different from those of other Menominee women.With all this

expert attention, who needs a doctor? Besides, doctors demand two dollars, which amounts to

two days’ pay, money my parents can’t afford. Doctors never guarantee a safe delivery, anyway.

They do not know the songs to sing to the Breath-Maker or how to ask the Great Spirit for

assistance. The doctors tell you to cry out when pain is experienced, but this insults the spirits.

Better to do it the Indian Way and be safe.Like Mother Earth, my mother must not show signs

of pain, fear, or distress while she gives birth. To express such things would displease the

spirits. The child will be taken back to the Happy Hunting Ground, and bad things will also

happen to the mother. My mother reminds herself that Mother Earth gives birth to various

forms of life, such as flowers, grass, and trees, without showing signs of pain. A woman should

feel grateful and be brave and strong during delivery, for it is the greatest moment of her

life.When the cord of life is severed, I give no sign of breathing. The Second Mother delivers a

slap to my behind, and still my spirit does not respond. Mother sings a song to the spirits and

asks for mercy. Then, speaking in Menominee, she prays, “Please let him breathe!”Another

slap is delivered, and I begin to bellow like a young buffalo. At this instant my mother says,

“Thank you, Great Breath-Maker, for hearing my plea. I will be a good mother to this little one.

Tomorrow I will make an offering to you, and the little one will be told of your generosity when

he gets older.”____All these facts were related to me in general discourse from my mother and

my siblings as I grew older and more able to understand. As the kerosene lamps lit the room

and the wood-burning stove radiated heat, these events were recalled and revealed to me.My

mother told me that I had a huge appetite when I arrived and had to be nursed immediately. I

bellowed at the evil spirits for holding my breath and was quickly silenced by my first food from

her breast. She told me I was distressed when I had to be moved from her left breast to her

right breast. If I was first fed from her right side, the farthest from her heart, the spirits would be

displeased. After giving me my initial nourishment, she noticed I had a happy face, and she

smiled. She knew the Great Spirit smiled on both of us. At that precise moment, my Second

Mother said, “I’ll burn some cedar.” She took up some cedar boughs and burned the tender

green parts. This was done to ward off evil spirits.After an Indian woman gives birth, it is

customary that she stand up and try to walk. According to my mother, some women used to

give birth in a squatting position. My mother had to get up lest the evil spirits arrive and force

us to evacuate our dwelling. This is the Indian Way of being prepared for any eventuality, such

as fire or smoke. After she became ambulatory, my mother craved a cup of wintergreen tea. As

the tea was poured, she noticed a bird image in the vapors and knew I would be of the Aviary,

or Bird, clan.My Second Mother stayed for only one night. My mother, who weighed about one

hundred pounds and was five feet tall, was too proud to have her stay any longer.The home I

was born in had no running water, electricity, or an indoor toilet. The only light we had at night

was the kerosene lamp burning brightly. Our kitchen had a wood-burning stove, which was

used for heating water at the time of my birth. In the winter the stove would be used to heat our

home.I spent the first few months of my life in a cradle that consisted of a flat board with a

hoop on the top. It was padded and laced through eyelets on the sides to prevent me from

sliding out while being transported. It had two adjustable shoulder straps. On the hoop were



fringes of buckskin, beadwork, bone ornaments, and a padded hand grip. The hoop also

served as a roll bar to prevent suffocation if the cradle was turned upside down. Indian mothers

think of everything when it comes to the safety of their babies.Each time the cradle was used

by different members of the family, it had to be redecorated. My mother gave birth to four

children before me and two children after me. This was convenient because there was always

someone around to help us take care of one another.Each of us kids had a song that was sung

in Menominee. For fear it would lose its potency, the meaning of the words were never revealed

to me. I was later told my song worked wonders and lulled me to sleep quicker than a sleeping

pill and better than my brother’s wine.Because our home was heated by a wood-burning stove,

during the first winter I slept with my parents. By morning, the fire would die and the

temperature would drop below freezing. A little papoose like me could have frozen to death

without a whimper.My mother told me many stories of my infancy and often reminded me to be

respectful toward the spirits and grateful for my well-being. She made offerings for me so that I

would have a good future. What went into these offerings will never be revealed, because most

people who do not understand the Indian Way scoff at it. I was taught to never criticize

anyone’s beliefs or religion.When I was about two years old, I fell on the hot stove and burned

my arm. The evil spirits must have pushed me when my mother wasn’t looking. It was time to

talk to the Creator and ask forgiveness. Offerings needed to be made for my safety.During my

third year, I needed new moccasins, mittens, and a cap, which were made of deerskin and

beaded for ostentatious purposes. Many women envied my mother’s beadwork, which she

often sold.In my fourth year I became adventurous. The Wolf River was just across the road

from our home, and I was determined to get my feet wet. Thanks to my older brothers, I

learned how to swim earlier than most. They threw me in the water and made no effort to help

me out. After a few gulps of water, I began to successfully paddle my way out. Big brothers

sure are helpful at times. I miss their benevolence like a toothache. I still think that they tried to

kill me.The forest around our home was dense with pine trees and small vegetation. One area,

known as the Crow’s Nest, was impossible to penetrate, so trails had been made there. One

day I wandered along one of the trails and became so interested in the plants, chipmunks,

birds, and butterflies that I soon became lost and tired, so I fell asleep. My family and many

people from Neopit started looking for me. They found me curled up in a fetal position. My

mother told me I didn’t open my eyes on the way home. It was decided there would be no more

trailblazing for me.When I was five, my older siblings began preparing me for the start of first

grade at the local school. There were no nurseries for the young or nursing homes for the old

on the reservation. Each family provided for its members, and the nuclear family system

prevailed until modernization. I was told, “Look out for the young and the old. Try to be helpful

to the incapacitated.” This way of life begins early and never seems to fade.

2Reservation BoyhoodThe year I started school, 1929, was also the start of a devastating

economic disaster: the Great Depression. This catastrophic event lured men from far away to

seek employment at the saw mill and logging camps near our home. It was not uncommon to

see them walking along the roads begging for food and water. My mother never turned them

down. Some were so grateful they kissed her hand, and some even cried.My father had

attended the Carlisle Indian Industrial School in Pennsylvania for a short time. With his

advanced education, he became head of the time-keepers at the logging camps and was paid

fifty dollars a month. The average camp laborer earned one dollar a day and worked seven

days a week. Payday was every other week, and at that time my father would come home for a

two-day rest. On these occasions he would have to trek five miles or more from the logging



camps to the town of Neopit. Sometimes he would get a ride from men returning teams of

horses to the barns in town.The lumberjacks brought excitement to our area. They drove their

cars to and from the towns nearby, and sometimes they drank too much and ended up driving

into the river or against a tree. One day we heard a loud noise and saw a Model T on our front

lawn. The driver wanted to know why our house was parked in the roadway. Then he tried to

get out and fell on his ass, got up, and asked, “Who hit me?” He started dancing around like he

was in a boxing match. My father got a bucket of water and threw it on his head. Then the man

wanted to know when the rain stropped. My father answered, “Yesterday, and if you don’t get

that piece of junk off my lawn, there’ll be a big storm right here.” The man staggered back to his

car and started to crank the engine. To my surprise, it started. He tried to get in the driver’s

seat but slipped and had to hold onto the steering wheel and pull himself up and into the seat.

Then he backed over our lawn and across the highway, right into the river. He got out of the car

and passed out on the riverbank. A few hours later he knocked on our door and said,

“Someone stole my car.” My father asked, “Do you have trouble parking?” The man said, “No.”

My father pointed at the river and replied, “Then why did you park it in the river?”It took a team

of horses to pull the car out.The Depression kept my father busy figuring out the wages of the

white men who came to work at the camps, and while most families suffered, ours prospered.

This was because my father was a steady worker, and his bookkeeping was in demand. He

never had to seek employment outside the reservation.During this time my father had a new

home built just about a mile east of Neopit along Highway 47. The home was furnished with a

new cook stove, one with an oven on top and a water reservoir on one side. It even had a

gauge on the door to indicate the temperature. On top it had six round removable lids. It was

bought from Sears, Roebuck & Co. in Chicago.Our front room was equipped with another

stove, an upright model made by Acme Sunburst. It was nickel-plated on top and the sides,

with two doors on top and one smaller door on the bottom. The bottom door was used to

remove ashes. This stove even had little windows to view the fire and had a footrest on the

side.We owned another luxury item, an ice chest consisting of an upright box with a large door

in front. On top it had a lid that covered a reservoir for the ice. My parents’ bed had brass ends,

and each corner post had a big brass ball on top. This type of bed was considered in vogue

because it was strikingly attractive, with graceful lines.My father even bought a new Talking

Machine, or phonograph. This contraption consisted of a box about four feet tall with a door in

front and a lid on top to enclose the turntable. Along the side was a lever to stop or start the

revolution of the turntable. There was also an arm that housed a needle. The arm pivoted, and

when lowered onto the record it would produce music. The Talking Machine cost $14.95.With

new clothes, toys, and plenty of food, I couldn’t ask for anything more. But one thing fascinated

me more than any of my toys: that phonograph. One day when no one was looking, I managed

to get the door to the record compartment open. I started to crawl up to the top and was pulled

back out by my mother. She asked me, “What are you looking for?” I told her I was trying to find

all those little people who made the music and sang. She laughed and tried to explain the

functions of the Talking Machine. Also, she gave me a stern warning not to venture inside

again, or my little behind would get a warming.Our family was considered one of the more

affluent in our society. Yet my father never boasted. He went out of his way to help others and

never tried to put them down. When people tried to put him down, it might cost them in the end.

Here’s what happened to him one day . . .The 1929 Fords and Chevys were on display at one

of the local dealerships in Shawano, and my father decided it was time to get rid of the old

Model T. My father, eldest brother, and I drove to Shawano, entered a Ford garage, and

approached a salesman. My father asked the salesman, “How much for the Ford?” The



salesman replied, “Too much for you.” My father reached into his pocket and produced four one-

hundred-dollar bills, showed them to the salesman, and said, “On the way over here I couldn’t

decide what to buy, a Chevy or a Ford. You just made up my mind for me to buy a Chevy.” He

turned and walked out the door with the salesman begging him to reconsider.I still remember

that Chevy. It was a four-door with disc wheels and a spare attached under the back window. It

was dark green and had a four-cylinder engine with a stick shift on the floor. Total cost was

about $375. The Model T Ford we had earlier didn’t have roll-up windows, and we got wet

when it rained. But the Chevy had roll-up windows, and it even had a heater and a windshield

wiper. What a car!____In the fall of 1929 I started my first year at the Neopit grade school. The

school taught grades one through eight and had a gymnasium attached to it that served as a

playground in the winter. Outside there were swings and a small, self-propelled merry-go-

round. The school was about a mile from our home, and we made the daily trek if weather

permitted. Sometimes I had to be carried when I got tired.As the leaves began to fade, so did

our memories of the hot summer. This started the most spectacular season of all, when Mother

Earth shows her colors, red, yellow, and gold. Sometimes we could hear flocks of geese

honking as they winged southward. They seemed to be telling us winter was not far away.

Some of us Indians believe that when geese start their migration early, winter will come sooner,

and it will be long and hard. Their appearance also signaled to us to gather leaves and bring

them to school to make decorations. We would trace the leaves on paper and color them.After

the first frost came Indian Summer. This warming trend gave us time to fill our larder and

prepare for the long winter. After Indian Summer we anticipated the first snows. When they

came, we knew we’d better have enough wood for the stove. Sometimes we could be snowed

in for a month.During October we made cutouts of black cats, witches on broomsticks, and

pumpkins. They decorated the school windows, and we were allowed to bring some of them

home. Soon we would draw pictures of pumpkins, turkeys, Pilgrims, and cornstalks in honor of

the Harvest Feast. The white man calls this Thanksgiving, but my mother called it the ruination

of the Indians. She said, “They should be giving thanks to the Indians for helping them through

the first winter.” She hated this time of year, but she always gave thanks to the Great Spirit for

giving us a nice crop of vegetables, and she decorated our home with ears of Indian corn. Not

all Menominee people believed as my family did or worshipped the Great Spirit in the manner

we did, but I was taught to believe that everyone has the right to worship as they choose.Not

long after the Harvest Feast, Father Sky would cover the earth with a blanket of white. That

winter of 1929 was the most difficult for me, because I still had to rely on my siblings to carry

me when the snow was too deep. I missed a whole week of school, and finally I had to quit

going to school entirely because no one wanted to carry me around.My father came home for

Christmas. He told us that he and some other men had encountered a timber wolf pack. The

leader of the wolf pack had stopped and stared at my father and then ran away.The Christmas

of 1929 was significant to my mother because she would no longer speak to me in Menominee.

“Learn to read and write the white man’s language, and you’ll never be sorry,” she told me over

and over again.Things got easier for me in the spring of 1930, when my eldest brother started

to drive the Chevy and it became his duty to get me to and from school. With his help, the first

year of school seemed to pass quickly. My second year of school was almost identical, with the

exception that I had more homework and was required to try to walk the mile and a half to

school when the weather permitted it.In the third year there were more books to carry and

more studying required. It was tough trying to live like the white man. Who needs this? I

thought. Why not live like the Indian and hunt and fish for a living? It’s much easier.That year

my younger sister joined me at school. Her name was Catherine, and now it was my



responsibility to protect her. My little sister didn’t have a dark complexion, and her hair was a

lighter, reddish brown. But her eyes were almost the same as mine, dark brown, and her facial

features resembled mine.Catherine and I grew closer as we got older, and we always shared

our toys. When our older brothers and sisters scolded her, she turned to me for comfort. We

would run off somewhere and hide until the pain subsided. During the summer we explored the

area around our home. We hunted frogs, turtles, minnows, birds, chipmunks, and butterflies

along the Wolf River and the ponds near our home. Our mutual interests, loyalties, and

affections bound us.On the walk home from school, Catherine and I would throw stones in the

river and watch the circles expand. We’d watch the trucks near the saw mill or the steam

locomotive moving slowly toward the station. Sometimes we’d catch a glimpse of a squirrel

jumping from branch to branch or watch a chipmunk scurry across the road. We heard the

sounds of the woodpeckers pounding on a tree or the cry of a loon on the Wolf River. On the

back trail, we heard the rustle of leaves, the whispers of pines, or just the sound of a soft

summer breeze. Occasionally we heard the wolves howl, not uncommon during the early

1930s. All of this made the reservation an enchanting place.Sometimes we took field trips

along the Wolf River and paid a visit to the saw mill, where we watched the logs being cut into

boards. Once we were taken to Spirit Rock on Highway 55 north of Keshena and were given a

brief history of the rock. Many years ago, Spirit Rock began to crumble. When it gets to the

point that it can no longer be seen, the Menominee people will also disappear. When standing

near the rock, you possess spiritual powers and must concentrate, because the first thing you

begin to imagine will become real.Another main event in our year was the annual powwow at

the Keshena Fairgrounds. We were told to observe the costumes worn by the dancers and

listen to the songs being sung in Menominee.These years were some of the happiest times of

my life. But my mother always reminded me, “When things are going too smoothly, look out for

the unexpected.” Still, I never dreamed what was about to happen.
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dave4lolad, “This is an important historical work and has humor too.. For anyone who delights

in learning about Wisconsin history and its Native First Peoples this is a must read. These are

Ray Kaquatosh's personal memoirs, not fiction. He grew up on the Menominee Reservation (in

the woods near the Wolf River during the Depression. As a Native American he

VOLUNTEERED at age 17 and served in combat as a US Marine in the Pacific, was wounded.

This book is PUBLISHED by the WI Historical Society! He died in April 2018 at 93 after a

remarkable life. You will not be able to put this book down. You. will laugh at bunch and also cry.

This book was selected and read on WI Public Radio "Chapter A Day".”

Lynda Eirich, “A wonderful memoir. I loved this book. I’ve listened to it multiple times on NPR

Chapter a Day and found it charming. First of all, it’s a slice of time and much of it takes place it

my home state of Wisconsin. Little Hawk’s encounters with white man’s Catholic God and

church is hilarious. Secondly, the book is uplifting on how Little Hawk remains positive and

pragmatic in overcoming obstacles. I would have enjoyed meeting this man.”

Ann Berger, “Nice read!. I just enjoyed this story since I have been to the same areas of

Wisconsin.I can relate to the author.I would and have recommend this to a friend.”

Richard C. Jenkins, “A piece of history. Wonderful book, I hope to read it again.”

Kat Urankar, “Very interesting book, especially since I live in Wisconsin .... Very interesting

book, especially since I live in Wisconsin. It gives the first hand account of the life of a

member of an Indian tribe and what he had to go through. The relationship that he has with his

wolf is something that I wish I could experience.”

Mary S., “Wonderful, insightful book.. Little Hawk and the Lone Wolf is an easy book to read.

Yet good feelings have stayed with me long after I finished. This is a keeper that I plan to read

over and over again. I highly recommend it. It would be a great book to read out loud to a

loved one.”

Demetrio Littlehawk, “Me. Great price  love the book”

Jane Arnold, “Lovely, gentle true story of a lost life of not so long ago... True story of a young

man growing up in the company of his wolf dog. Charmingly but honestly told. Perfect for young

people and adults. Highly recommended.”

The book by Jeff Howard has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 59 people have provided feedback.
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